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Foot-notes
SITUATIONS calling for foot-notes in
connection with accountants' reports
appear to be arising with increasing frequency. This fact calls for a somewhat
intensive consideration because of objection to foot-notes from some quarters and
the opportunity which they afford to unscrupulous or careless individuals who are
responsible for the reproduction of accountants' reports.
The necessity for more than passing care
in the use of foot-notes will be evident when
it is realized that notations carrying information of importance are sometimes
omitted from balance sheets which are
reproduced for publication. It must also
be said incidentally that bank credit men
view with some alarm the marked tendency toward the use of foot-notes by

accountants. This, however, is something
which may not be easily overcome where a
situation calls plainly for a notation of some
kind respecting a certain item on the
balance sheet, or some phase attaching to a
certain item, which may not be otherwise
expressed.
Opportunities for and occasions of fraud,
and even forgery, growing out of the use of
accountants' reports, should serve to enforce the greatest precaution of every sort
on the part of the accountant, in the
preparation of reports.
The outstanding illustrations of footnotes are, of course, taxes, and notes receivable discounted. Other matters sometimes covered are cumulative dividend
rights in connection with preferred shares;
interest on income bonds; merchandise or
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accounts hypothecated as security for be no item in the balance sheet relating to
loans; depreciation; and, in the case of taxes, and a foot-note cannot be avoided.
banks or trust companies, securities held The terms of accountants' audit engagefor safekeeping or as trustee, executor, ad- ments frequently preclude the work of
ministrator, or agent. In an engagement ascertaining the tax liability, because of the
recently requiring attention, there was an time and incident expense involved; but
indefinite liability for payments under a it is generally considered that an accouncontract whereby a contributor to an tant has not done his full duty in the matter
eleemosynary corporation, in consideration unless, in the balance sheet which he has
of a substantial donation, was granted an prepared, attention has been drawn to the
annuity for life.
fact that the balance sheet does not include
In some of the foregoing illustrations a tax liability. It is to be presumed, of
there is an alternative, as in the case of thecourse, that the accountant will so word
one last mentioned, between expressing his foot-note as to properly express the
the liability, contingent or otherwise, as a facts; and the foot-note becomes more
foot-note, and setting up contra items in comprehensive if it includes an estimate,
the body of the balance sheet. Notes even though rough, of the amount of such
receivable discounted, for example, may liability.
be shown either as a foot-note or through
Foot-notes may not be avoidable. Their
contra items, and the latter procedure existence in some instances apparently
would make it impossible to reproduce the must be condoned. Recognizing, however,
balance sheet without changing substan- the various objections to them, they call
tially the body of the statement.
for careful and serious consideration; first,
The present tendency in practice seems in that, if possible, the points which they
to be away from contra items and in the bring out should be embodied in the statedirection of foot-notes. While it must be ment in connection with items to which
admitted that foot-notes are preferable to they relate; and, second, that if such
the omission from the statement of informa- treatment is not feasible, the foot-note
tion to the reader thereof which will draw should tell clearly the story intended to be
his attention to the point in question, it is conveyed. Brevity, while a desirable
probably preferable that the explanatory characteristic, particularly in accountants'
matter should be worked into the body of reports and statements, may well be sacrithe balance sheet, in connection with the ficed in the interest of clarity or in order
item to which it relates, where possible. to avoid any ambiguity.
For example, in the case of cumulative
dividend rights in connection with preferred shares, it appears entirely feasible
We announce with pleasure that Mr.
and in fact preferable to write into the A. F. Wagner, with offices formerly in the
balance sheet, as a parenthetical explana- Security Building, Minneapolis, has betion, the fact that dividend rights accumu- come a member of our organization, effeclated to a certain percentage of the par tive June 1, 1922, and has been appointed
value of the preferred stock, or a certain associate manager of the Minneapolis
number of dollars in the case of shares Office. Mr. Wagner is a certified public
without par value, attach to the preferred accountant of Minnesota, and a member
stock outstanding.
of the American Institute of Accountants
In the case of taxes, the situation is likelyand of the Minnesota Society of Public
to be somewhat different, in that there mayAccountants.

